The Next Boom: What You Absolutely, Positively Need to Know About the World Between Now and 2025

Description:

A Sweeping and Authoritative Look at the Changes that will Ignite the Economies of America and its Trading Partners - Bring on the Next Boom!

In "The Next Boom", Jack Plunkett, a widely followed analyst of global trends, persuasively demonstrates that we are on the verge of a period of major economic growth. He presents a panorama of carefully documented developments in areas including energy, health care, education, demographics, global trade, evolving consumer habits, technologies and the rapidly-growing global middle class - showing how trends in America and around the world have tremendous synergy that will lead to a long-term surge in global business. Plunkett supports his theory through an entertaining analysis of global prospects for what he defines as the “near future,” from 2013-2025. The Next Boom, with its powerful and optimistic vision of the surprising changes ahead, arrives at a timely juncture, when confidence needs a vital boost in America and in the world's major business centers.

Optimistic, provocative and far-reaching, the author demonstrates how The Next Boom and its underlying causes will have a deep, evolutionary effect on all of us. America is one of few nations with a rapidly growing population - Plunkett shows how this is a tremendous advantage. Meanwhile, the next billion consumers will soon emerge on a worldwide basis. The author shows how and why this will vastly increase demand for goods and services, attracting ever-greater innovation and competition among entrepreneurs and corporations. Plunkett is not suggesting that you look at the world through rose-colored glasses. Instead, he believes that you will benefit most from the state of the world today by understanding the changes that are occurring around you in order to prepare yourself for The Next Boom. The book includes a reading group guide for book club use and discussion. In addition, the author has produced a series of 10 short videos, each one related to a chapter in The Next Boom. Links to the videos are included within the book, and they can also be found on YouTube.

This Book Shows What You Absolutely, Positively Have to Know about the Near Future

The Next Boom is coming, and it will be an exciting period of solid global growth that will create immense opportunities for investment, business formation, innovation and job creation. The information provided in The Next Boom is vital to investors, managers, consultants, leaders in government and educators. This book will help you understand how to best position your business, your investments and your career to benefit from the coming era of global growth.

Contents:

Introduction
- The Three Building Blocks of the Next Boom
- But First, What Launched the Last Boom?
- Today, Long-Term Trends Point to Another Powerful Boom
- How to Use This Book
- Research Tools, Discussion Guide, Multimedia and Interactive Links
- A Last Bit of Business

Part One - People

Chapter One: Newly Born Americans, Aging Baby Boomers and Why America's Soaring Population is a Huge Advantage
- Grow the Economy, Stupid
- How Crowded Is America?
- 1 Billion Americans?
- Growing the Tax Base
- A Brief Lesson from U.S. Population History, the Baby Boom and the Re-opening of the Door to Immigrants in the 1960s
- Immigration - Problems, Policy and Potential
- Trends That Will Fuel the Coming American Population Boom
- The Hispanization of America
- When Does the White Majority Become the Minority?
- Population—A Boom for Some Countries, a Painful Bust for Others
- Babies, Boomers and the Next Billion Humans
- Why You Need to Understand Fertility Rates
- This Relatively Strong Fertility Rate in the U.S. Shows a Sharp Contrast to Rates in Other Highly Developed Nations
- The Next Billion Humans
- Senior Citizens and the Dependency Ratio
- Selected Population Shifts, 2050
- Thoughts about Business Opportunities Created by Aging Populations
- Aging in the BRIC Countries and Hordes of Young Workers in Africa
- Feast or Famine? Shortages or Progress?

Chapter Two: Consumers and Customers; Savers and Spenders — What They Want and How They Are Changing the World Around You
- The Post-Excessive Consumption Era
- Second Homes Are Out; Second Jobs Are In
- Cash = Comfort; Debt = Sleepless Nights
- Why You Might Consider Being an Optimist
- How America's Economy Stacks Up
- What Is GDP?
- What Consumers Want and How Successful Businesses Will Reposition to Serve Them
- Plunkett's Four Keys to Successful Consumer Products
- Plunkett's Four Keys to Successful Retailing
- Consumers Steer a New Course
- Where Companies Should Look for New Customers
- LOHAS: Socially Conscious Consumers Create Challenges and Opportunities for Advertisers and Marketers
- Savvy Retailers, Manufacturers and Marketers Will Adopt the Following Practices in Order to Position Themselves for the LOHAS Market

Part Two - Places

Chapter Three: Global Trade 2.0 and the Phone Ladies of Bangladesh
- A Day in New Delhi
- Not Walking
- Challenges for India and China
- Global Trade 2.0—A Tripling of Trade by 2030 Will Raise Personal Incomes, Build the Middle Class and Create Massive Business Opportunities
- Wake Up, Your Hotel May Be Under Attack!
- Falling Off the Train, Five to a Scooter
- Services vs. Manufacturing
- Entering the Middle Class
- Mobile Phones and the Next Boom
- More Cellphones = Higher GDP
- Mobile Banking—A Revolutionary Concept
- Closer is Better, or RCT Regional Centers of Trade
- Regional Trade Evolution

Chapter Four: The Global Middle Class and Their Growing Mountain of Money—Fuel for the Boom
- On the Streets of China: American, Japanese and European Brands
- How Consumer Markets Will Grow and Multinational Companies Will Serve Them Despite an Incredible Record of Improvement, Vast Numbers of People Remain in Poverty
- Exactly What Is “Middle Class?”
- Working for IBM
- Global Trade, the Displacement of Workers in Developed Nations and How to Boost Competitive Advantage in America
- In Order to Be Globally Competitive in the Era of a Rising India and China during GT2, the U.S. Should Focus on Curing Current Deficiencies
- Demographic Influences on GT2—The Japanese Example
- The Most Important Trends to Watch in Global Trade 2.0
- The Next Billion....
Part Three - Things

Chapter Five: Competition, Innovation and Entrepreneurship—How We're Going to Solve the World's Biggest Problems and Create Vast Wealth in the Process
- How Do We Feed Them?
- Seed Genetics in Paradise
- "Modified" is Not a Dirty Word
- Much of Africa Will Evolve from a Hunger Spot to a Bread Basket
- Innovation = Biotechnology Applied to Agriculture = a Better-fed World and Vast Profits for the Food and Agriculture Industries
- Change = Controversy
- Cloned Cows and Nano-enhanced Foods
- Entrepreneurship and Bootstrapped Innovation
- Innovation Will Increasingly Come from Asia
- Peking Ducks and Science Parks
- There is a Global Focus on Research & Development, and the Competition Will Become Fierce
- America's Need to Compete
- How to Bet $1.156 Trillion on the Future
- Fundamental Research is Faltering in the U.S.
- Reverse Innovation
- The Big Questions Will Receive Big Solutions

Chapter Six: Always On, Always With You and Always Getting Smaller (Or: Better, Faster, Smaller, Cheaper)
- Buckyballs
- Nanotech is About to Leap Forward like Biotech Did in the 1980s and 1990s
- Governments are Backing Nanotech with Billions of Dollars
- MEMS: Tiny
- Engines and Tiny Switches Enable Big Changes
- Miniaturization Is like a Rocket
- Fuel for Technology and the Next Boom
- My 20-Pound Mobile Phone
- The Convergence Age: A Mass Market of Information Addicts
- Plunkett's Law of Convergence
- Convergence = Better Data = Business Opportunities, Efficiencies and Economic Growth
- America Leads in Convergence Technologies, but It Can't Afford to Take That Lead for Granted
- Blanketing the Earth with Smart Dust
- The Central Nervous System for the Earth (CeNSE)
- The Future of Broadband
- The Future: Pervasive Computing and Complete Mobility Will Be Standard
- Nanotechnology Will Create Powerful Semiconductors in the Near Future
- Nanotechnology Holds the Key to the Ultra-dense Molecular Memory of the Future Technology Will Have an Accelerating Impact on the Next Boom, Far Beyond Most People's Expectations

Chapter Seven: Energy—Why Things are a Lot Better than You Might Think
- A Newfound Wealth of Natural Gas—George P. Mitchell's Remarkable Gift to Americans
- The Man Who Wouldn't Give Up
- Convergence in the Oil and Gas Fields
- Conservation—How Your Refrigerator is Helping to Make a Better World
- Energy Intensity—How Efficiency Rises Along with Economic Development
- Energy: And Now for the Good News
- Running Out of Oil Again? Probably Not
- Brazil's Santos Basin—Drilling Deep
- On "Mars," Bouncing Back from a Hurricane
- Energy Entrepreneurs
- From Safer Nuclear to Ocean Wave Power, Innovators and Technology Lead the Way to More Energy Options
- Energy in the Near Future
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